PRESS RELEASE
When art shows how to protect
lions in Africa
ArAnima presents a charity art event to benefit the protection of the wildlife, at Gallery SR, from December
7th to 16th, 2018 in the Sablon district of Brussels.
This exhibition is presented in partnership with Jacques Perrin, ArAnima Sponsor on the occasion of the
movie premiere for “Mia and the White Lion”. Didier Reynders, Vice Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign
and European affairs, has accepted to be the honorary President alongside Claude-France Arnould French
Ambassador to the King of Belgium. The movie relates the friendship between a young girl and a white lion
she decides to save. Artist Vincent Richeux is the guest of honor alongside 40 talented artists presenting
108 artworks that magnify the beauty of African wildlife, including paintings, sculptures, photographs, as
well as creations inspired by the movie.
Vincent Richeux will offer an art performance on Sunday, December 16th at 3pm.
20% of the proceeds from the sales of artworks exhibited by ArAnima will go to The Kevin Richardson
Foundation; the latter is committed to change and reverse the decline of the lion population in Africa, by
expanding their habitat and raising awareness among stakeholders. Kevin Richardson’s famous “Lion
whisperer” contributed to the making of the cinematographic artwork.
ArAnima is a unique associative cultural concept since 2009, whose goal is to defend the environment
through International artistic creation. ArAnima is recognized in France for creating 23 exhibitions, which
represents more than 1500 artworks, and sponsoring five associations.
Artistic solidarity and the beauty of the planet are the core values of ArAnima. Famous contributors such as
Jacques Perrin, Pascal Picq, Yves Coppens and many others helped establish this virtuous and ethical
approach.
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